Lesson pricing and information
Private lessons: 30 Minutes
Group lessons: 45 minutes
*Lesson time includes grooming and tacking up horse prior to riding. As students advance
they will be allowed to arrive early to get their horse ready to allow for more riding time .
One time, non weekly, or single payment lessons: $45
Weekly lessons paid in advance: $40
*Please speak to staff to discuss paid in advance discount

Riding attire: Students must wear safe and appropriate riding attire
.
Long sturdy pants: Jeans or riding breeches are preferred. Slick materials such as
leggings are not recommended.
Footwear: Closed toe shoes are required for any interaction with horses and a boot with

a heel is required for riding.

Helmets: Helmets are mandatory for any rider under 1 8 years of age and recommended

for all riders. Helmets are available to borrow in the kitchen. If you choose to purchase
your own helmet, please be sure to purchase a helmet designed for horseback riding.

Gloves: Gloves are optional but not required. Gloves are recommended in cold weather.

Scheduling and cancellation:
Lessons are typically booked for the same time slot each week unless otherwise
specified. Riding in the same time slot each weeks assures that your usual time will
remain available to you.
For one time or non recurring lessons, please speak to a staff member to schedule a time
Please give 24 hours notice of cancellation of any scheduled lesson. Lessons that are
cancelled without 24 hours notice will be charged for the time slot that was reserved. We
understand that unexpected emergencies or illness can occur, if it is not possible to give
24 hours notice due to illness or an emergency please contact a staff member as soon as
possible and we will do our best to accommodate you. No shows for lessons without any
warning beforehand will be charged for the time slot(s) that were reserved.
Please contact Ryan at (860) 749-4797 for all lesson inquires including scheduling and
lesson cancellations. If there is no answer, a voicemail can serve as notice of a
cancellation.

